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* Run and learn using local data with Colaboratory *Work with Scala Notebooks |
Open Source, multi-language languages for numerical computation and data
analysis. * Find and analyze data with R Notebooks | Run analytics and perform
queries with R, and perform machine learning on the resulting data. Explore and run
machine learning code with Kaggle Notebooks | Using data from No attached data
sources. * Run and learn using local data with Colaboratory * Work with Scala
Notebooks | Open Source, multi-language languages for numerical computation and
data analysis. Learn how to develop conversational agents using IBM Watson APIs.
Deepen your understanding of bot framework and dive into designing
conversational interfaces and providing high quality user experience. Also learn how
to integrate Watson Conversation into enterprise applications. This course is for
developers and designers interested in creating applications that detect, classify, and
manage information about people, places, and things. Building on the analysis of
data collected from mobile devices, we will use modern machine learning to develop
applications that can automatically detect and classify faces, identify objects from
images, and recognize patterns in speech. Sign up for our cloud development and
cloud architecture courses. These courses will teach you how to design and develop
applications on the cloud using both Microsoft Azure and Amazon Web Services.
You will learn how to design and develop cloud applications using Web API, as well
as Web SQL, OData and SOAP. This course is for developers and designers
interested in creating applications that
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